EDMUNDBURKE:FOREWORD
By Roger Scruton
Politician, propagandist, philosopher, man of letters—Burke was one of the
outstanding figures of the eighteenth century, and the first statesman to
recognize that there is no coherent response to the Enlightenment apart from
social and political conservatism. It is unlikely that such a man should ascend to
political office today. The democratic process prefers the glib, the half-educated
and the plausible over the literate and the wise. How different things were when
Burke entered the House of Commons readers of Dr. Kirk's biography will
discover. The American colonist, the Indian peasant, the French aristocrat—all
found an advocate in Parliament who was as cool, eloquent, and profound a
philosopher as could be found in any Parisian attic or Oxford common room.
Burke could command the floor of the Commons; he could also dominate the
opinion of the educated classes. His writings changed the course of politics, and
laid the foundation for a political philosophy which has lasted to our day, finding
its most powerful modern American representative in Russell Kirk.
It is especially welcome that Kirk's biography should be reissued in this
bicentennial year of Burke's death. Intelligence, cunning, know-how, stratagems,
policies#151;all these we have in abundance. But wisdom—that sedate and circumspect awareness of the complexity of human things which we find in both
Burke and his biographer—is rare among us. We do not listen to ancestral
voices, or strive to hear, beneath the din of politics, the rumors sent down to us
from former times, which tell us of our imperfection. And until we listen, our future
is in jeopardy.
The life that Kirk describes in these pages was a life of action; but it was an
action which both sprang from thought and engendered thought. Perhaps no
politician has ever speculated so deeply about the nature and limits of the human
psyche as Burke. And his speculations are at every point put to practical use, in
order to warn against the crazy desire to overthrow the laws and institutions on
which our civilization has been erected. Dr. Kirk took up the mantle of Burke, and
wrote passionately and wisely of "permanent things," showing his fellow
Americans that they could drift away from the vision of the Founding Fathers only
at their peril. He was the conscience of modern America just as Burke was the
conscience of Enlightenment Britain. Both understood that politics is possible
only if some things remain unquestioned, and only if the desire to improve the
world rests from time to time in a consciousness that the future cannot be known.
Kirk was not a politician, but he earned the respect of politicians, and strove to
elevate the language and the thought of American conservatism to the level of
his great predecessor. He learned from Burke that style is not a decorative
adjunct to thought, but belongs to its essence. Because he found the words and
the images with which to convey his vision to the youth of America, real
conservative politicians continue to emerge in the United States, and to direct the
future of their country along the path laid down for it by the contemporaries of
Burke.
Kirk's biography tells the story of a remarkable statesman, of a remarkable
society, and of a remarkable period of human history. English readers will be
gratified by the author's sympathy for our eccentricities, while American readers
will learn much about the British Empire and its meaning. The book provides a
clear and succinct guide to one of the great conservative thinkers of modern

times. Kirk sees his subject as he was, and in terms of hopes and fears which he
shares. Burke was engaged, he argues, in a continuous pursuit of justice, and
valued order, tradition, and the conservative instinct largely because they prevent
the massive injustices which ensue when men take it on themselves to manage
their own destiny.
The lessons for us are many, and delicately suggested. Like Burke, Russell Kirk
is no tub-thumping moralist, but a quiet, ironical and compassionate observer,
who writes with a delightful ease and spontaneity. There is no finer monument to
Burke than this book by his most original American disciple.

